
    

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Product attributes 

Application Wall gap 

Wall gap width without click-system 20-27 mm 

Wall gap width with click-system 27-46 mm 

Wall gap width with nail All 

Material Polypropylene 

Colour Transparent 

Size 60*24 mm 

Nail hole-Ø 3,0 mm 

Type Article description VPE 
(Pcs.) 

Shipping 
carton (Boxes) 

Article 
number 

OZ133 MSF Wall gap-Fixx 100 10 917890 

Have you already tried our innovative Wall gap-Fixx? 

Applicable in wall gaps from 20 to over 70. Because of the different positioning 

and adjustability possibilities, this product can be used in about every imaginable 

wall gap to fixate cables and tubes. 

The first possibility is to simply push the product into the wall gap. The Fixx will 

hold itself and the cables or tubes in place in wall gaps from 20 until 27 mm. 

The second possibility works best in wall gaps with a width of 24 to 46 mm. By 

pushing the Fixx together, the product will adjust itself to the wall-gap, making 

use of its innovative “cable tie”-click system. This makes sure your cables and 

tubes will stay in place! 

The final possibility is to use the product as a nail disk. To do this, you only have 

to push the right nail through the nail hole and you can knock the Fixx in the wall. 

The click-system can still be used, but it isn’t necessary. 
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MSF Wall gap-Fixx can 

be used with a nail to 

prevent loosening and 

to ensure maximum 

hold in poor surface 

quality. 

The clicked-in 

Wall gap-Fixx, 

clamps itself in 

the wall gap and 

holds the cables 

and tubes in place 

without any 

effort. 

In the narrowest wall 

gaps, the Wall gap-

Fixx can be pushed in 

the wall gap without 

even operating the 

click-system. The 

cables are still being 

hold firmly in their 

positions. 


